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slides down into the mantle This thrusting
involves considerable friction as might be
imagined and along the descending cold plate is
developed a zone of earthquakes that represent
fracture of the plate until such depths as it has
warmed through enough to be incorporated in the
soft asthenosphere The frictional heating of the
down going slab causes the ocean crust attached
to it to melt and form volcanic lava which rises
to the surface to form a chain of volcanoes over
the descending plate In this initial stage then
there is an ocean basin containing a chain of
volcanic islands (an island arc) outside which is
a deep trench marking where the down going
plate disappears and a zone of earthqual.es (the
Benioff zone) extends from the trench under the
island arc Such simple compressions! plate
boundaries are found in for example the Pyukyu
arc between Japan and Formo3a the Caribbean
arc in the tVest Indies the Aleutian arc in the
north Pacific The nest stage in the development
of compressional plate boundaries which may not
occur for 100 million years or so is that eventually
a continent arrives at the boundary being carried
on the plate which is being consumed Now
plate tectonics only make sense if we make an
assumption here a reasonable Bounding one but
one not proved that continental crust is too
thick and too buoyant to be carried down the
Benioff plane (i e downwards into the mantle)
as oceanic crust is carried At this stage the
direction of the downward motion must reverse
so that the oceanic crust previously over riding is
now over ridden, the island arc becomes welded
on to the edge of the continent and a new down
ward flow forms dipping under the continent
Now there is a deep trench next to the continental
margin a zone of earthquakes reaching under the
continent and a line of volcanoes along the edge
of the continent The continent has grown too
by the addition of the island arc to its edge This
process happened a few million years ago when
New Guinea collided with the Indonesian island
arc picked up the arc and reversed the downward
flow so that now it dips down under the continental
crust of New Guinea Such a process must also
account for the trench along the west coast of
South America and the volcanoes in the Andes
Colliding Continents
Eventually at some still later time a continent
approaches carried on the oceanic plate that is
now being consumed This continent will be
carrying with it a prism of sediments draped over
its edge and on to the nearby ocean crust formed
by erosion of the continents and transport of
material into the sea As the two continents
meet neither can over ride the other they collide
squeezing up the prism of sediment between them
into a mountain chain and becoming welded to
gether The plate boundary is then destroyed
and both plates are joined together into one large
one Such an event is just ending in the Hlma
lavas, where India has collided with Asia Further
in the past Italy collided with Europe to form the
Alps and 400 million years or so ago America,
collided with Europe to form the Caledonian
mountain chain, fragments of which are found
today from Spitsbergen through Norway Green
land Great Britain Newfoundland and as far
south as Georgia This chain "was split apart
later by the initiation of an extensional boundary
that gave rise to the Atlantic Ocean
This is essentially how plate tectonics -works
It provides a new way of looking at changes taking
place now and those that have taken place in the
past and gives a framework that relates oceans
mountain chains and continents together as
different aides of the same process
As far as can be estimated at present the rate
of creation of new crust at extensional plate
boundaries is balanced globally by the rate of
destruction of crust at compressional plate
boundaries The surface area of the earth seems
to be remaining about the same but some oceans
such as the Atlantic and the Indian Ocean are
growing while the Pacific Is shrinking The urea
of the continents is gradually increasing by the
welding on of island arcs to their edges and so the
ratio of ocean area to continental area ib gradually
decreasing Bates of relative movement between
 plates can be measured and appear to be between
several millimetres and several centimetres per
year Thus the Atlantic at the latitude of the
British Isles is widening at a rate of 2 cm per year
(= 20 km per million jears)
Evidence for Movement
The evldence that the plates are moving as has
been described is rather complex but some pieces
are more easily described than others Tie
simplest of all is the fit of the continents Clearly
if continents have been split open by estensional
plate boundaries the two edges of the split should
match when they are brought together in the
direction along which the extensional movement
has happened Such a fit can be demonstrated
for the North Atlantic continents Europe
Scandinavia Greenland and North America and
most spectacularly for South America and Africa
across the South Atlantic Other fits that have
been successful are the two sides of the Ped Sea
and the Gulf of Aden and those of the Gulf of
California
It is possible by examining the records of tie
earthquake waves from a single earthquake at a
large number of receiving stations at different
places to determine the orientation of the fracture
in the earth the fault on which the movement of
the earthquake has taken place and the direction
of this movement If plate movement is taking
place then the fault orientation and direction
of movement on the fault should be consistent
with the predicted plate movement This is
found to be the case wherever it is attempted and
provdes a further piece of evidence
More technical evidence comes from Investiga
ting the earth 8 magnetic field Surveys by ships
towing magnetometers that measure the strength,
of the earth s magnetic field from place to place
show that parallel to the mid ocean rldee crests
the postulated extensions! plate boundaries are
long linear magnetic anomalies These are areas
in which the magnetic field is either stronger or
weaker than Is expected and they are caused by
the magnetism of the rocks at the bottom of the
oceans The size of the anomalies observed is
greater than would be expected from reasonable
variations in the magnetic properties of the rocks
and their origin was for some years a mystery
However it became clear that the earth s magnetic
field had periodically reversed its direction at
different times in the past so that the north
magnetic pole became the south magnetic pole and
vice versa Measurements of the direction of
magnetisation of volcanic lavas together with
determination of their ages by then- content of
radioactive elements enabled, a magnetic time
scale to be built up showing epochs In which the
magnetic field had the same direction as now
separated by epochs in which the field was re
versed The lengths of these epochs In the last
5 million years range from a few thousand years
to a few hundred thousand years and they ftll
into a characteristic irregular pattern
Now if new volcanic crust is being continuously
created at extensional plate boundaries then
when the magnetic field is in one direction a strip
of crust magnetised hi that direction •will be
formed and later when it reverses a strip mag
netised hi the opposite direction will be formed
So a pattern of strips should result reflecting both
the magnetic tune scale and the rate of extension
at that plate boundary Comparison of the
observed linear magnetic anomalies with calcula
tions based on this model showed, that by this
means the magnetic anomalies could be accounted
for without demanding extraordinary magnetic
properties in the ocean floor rocks The anomaly
pattern fits the reversal tune scale very closely
and is symmetrical on each side of the plate
boundary Thus this is strong evidence that
creation of ocean crust at extensional plate
boundaries does take place Conversely it also
allows estimates of the rate of extension to be
made wherever magnetic surveys over extensional
plate boundaries are available by comparing the
magnetic anomaly pattern with the reversal time
scale By this means the rate of plate movements
can be determined
Knally there has recently been a series of
holes drilled through the sediments in the deep

